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How, you ask? Well, wouldn’t you know it - we’ve got just the thing. The following 

pages will be your guide to this year’s virtual expo, DreamsCom ‘22, an event all about 

celebrating the creative, collaborative people that power Dreams.

This year’s playable show floor - live in-game from Tuesday 26th July - is crammed 

with sights, sounds and secrets to uncover. From scavenger hunts to hidden figurines and 

suspiciously glitchy passageways, we’ve packed the halls with stu! designed to make you 

say, “Hmm, bit weird”. That’s the Media Molecule way, baby. Happily, the Dreams com-

munity is right there alongside us getting their freak on, the main attraction of the show 

floor being their imaginative booths. They range from stunning art showcases to musical 

interludes, merch stands to motivational talks, and even fully playable games. 

Our specially-curated DreamsCom ‘22 front page in-game is jam-packed with demos to 

play, and teaser trailers so mind-melting that your popcorn might end up brain-flavoured. 

Then, there are the streams: throughout the course of the week, over on twitch.tv/me-

dia_molecule, we’ll be sitting down with Molecules and coMmunity developers for live 

interviews and showcases of all the coolest stu! releasing in Dreams over the next year.

This fiesta gets wilder and more ambitious each summer. In other words: there’s more 

than enough brilliance this year to fill several magazines (we can hear our producer scream-

ing from here). We settled for making one really nice one. Read on for demo reviews,  show 

floor tips, booth recommendations, craft tutorials, Megapenguin missives, puzzles - and 

very occasionally, as a treat, some actually funny jokes. It’s DreamsCom, after all.

Get set for DreamsCom ‘22, a 
coMmunity game convention 
made entirely in Dreams!
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22 Things 
to Do At 
DreamsCom 
‘22
It’s officially the most wonderful time 

of the year. No, not Christmas - Dream-

sCom! And have we got a show for you. 

(That’s a rhetorical question. Of course we 

do.) Our virtual expo is packed with Mm- 

and coMmunity-made goodness, games, 

and the usual dose of inexplicable non-

sense. But where to begin? Well, Hall 1 - but 

then, our top recommendations for things 

to do at the show. Read them below!

1. Choose your character

Put your best face forward for DreamsCom ‘22! 
Select the character that you vibe with most, and 
you’ll be set to explore the booths in style. If on your 
travels through the show, you ever fancy trying a 
new fit, hairstyle, or gender on for size, you can swing 
by the photo booth in the lobby to instantly switch 
things up. If only real life were so easy!

3. Use the guidebook

Back for 2022 and better than ever, your in-game 
guidebook allows you to fast-travel around the show, 
see whose booths are in which halls, check controls 
and alter accessibility options for DreamsCom ‘22 - 
plus, it’ll reward you with cute stamps and stickers 
so you can keep track of everywhere you’ve visited, 
and every scavenger hunt item you’ve managed to 
spot. (Oh, yeah - you should do that too. Go to p33 
to see what you’re looking for!)

4. Step inside a painting

One of the most impressive fantasy landscapes 
at DreamsCom just so happens to be something you 
can actually jump into. SakkusMind has created a  
three-dimensional sweeping, snowy vista - which 
you can peer at from various angles to figure out 
how they’ve put it all together - for your pleasure 
over in Hall 14. You’re the masterpiece now.

2. Try first-person mode

“But wonderful writers of The Impsider!” We 
hear you cry. “What about my immersion?! I don’t 
hover behind my impeccably-dressed avatar in real 
life!” To which we say: chill your beans, babe. Press 
L3 + R3 together, and you’ll be able to see things di-
rectly through the eyes of your character. Get a load 
of all those fleckin’ sweet details on the show floor.

Location: Hall 14

by Liam and Jen

Community
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5. Hats entertainment

Dapper. Suave. Safe from the sizzling, scalp-search-
ing rays of the summer sun. Hat people are just cool, 
man, and we should all strive to become one with 
The Hat. Shu!e on by Hall 32, and you can try not 
one, not two, but three di"erent fashionable bits of 
headgear on for size. Fedora? I hardly know her!

Location: Hall 32

6. Go sta! shopping

Lot of weapon booths on the show floor this year, 
gang. You alright? Dragon infestations? Evil neme-
ses stealing your recycling bins? Well, we’re here if 
you need anyone to lend an ear. And make sure to 
check out Lucid_Stew’s authentic range of magical 
sta"s and swords at the Fantasy Weapons stall over 
in Hall 12 - explain your vampiric lawn gnome prob-
lem, and they might give you mates’ rates.

11. Use the DreamsCom 
Sanitary Services

After all, reliable plumbing is the backbone of any 
convention. We speak from bitter experience. Thank-
fully, the DSS is on hand to provide relief with this 
oddly liminal latrine. The tiling? Grimy. The level of 
privacy? Questionable at best. But unlike real con-
ventions, at least there’s no queue. When you gotta 
go, you gotta go.

7. Hail a HELI TAXI

In Hall 5 you can find perhaps the most futuristic 
form of transport in the entire show: a HELI TAXI 
made by atheistsw and arepera to promote their 
forthcoming game. And yes - you can actually hop 
inside, the doors gliding open to accommodate your 
gangly limbs with ease. Us Brits love a good old Lon-
don black cab, so we’ve no idea what this yellow busi-
ness is about, but we do wish our taxis had rotating 
suspension rotors.

10.  Learn some recipes

Some people train their whole lives to become 
sushi masters, studying for decades under Japan’s 
greatest cuisiniers to create the perfect bite. Sounds 
like a lot of hassle, honestly. Just walk on over to the 
Sumo Ninja Ramen booth in Hall 27 and you can 
get some top culinary tips in a handful of minutes. 
Michelin star? Completed it, mate.

Location: Hall 27

8. Fire a cannon

Ooh, yeah - now we’re getting to the good stu". 
DomigoMcDuck has set up their booth with a cannon 
you can fire into a breakable wall, and it’s an absolute 
riot. Don’t worry, we aren’t really bloodthirsty maniacs 
with a penchant for brick-based destruction - we just 
act that way constantly and we do technically have a 
lifetime ban from Mm Towers “just in case”, Costa says. 
Anyway, go blow some stu" up over in Hall 18.

9. Take a load o!

Perhaps the greatest addition to this year’s event is 
a fairly simple one. You can sit down on many of the 
plush chairs and pleasantly solid benches provided by 
Mm designers and thoughtful Dreamers. And there are 
so many! From wooden deckchairs to wingback won-
ders, it’s a veritable paradise for your virtual buttocks.

Location: Hall 12

Location: Hall 5

Location: Hall 18

12. Uncover some secrets

If you’re paying attention, you might see some 
strange glitch-type things fluttering about the show 
floor. The QA team at Mm don’t miss anything, so 
these odd occurrences are probably important some-
how. Poke your nose into every nook and cranny, 
maybe bother a few NPCs for hints, and you’re bound 
to stumble into somewhere… interesting.

7
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13. Kick back with StAnKHaNk

StAnKHaNk’s musical booth at last year’s Dream-
sCom quickly cemented their ‘coMmunity legend’ 
status for life, inspiring any number of remixes and 
memes in Dreams and out. We’d jump at the chance 
to go on holiday with this party animal; happily, it’s as 
if StAnKHaNk read our minds, as their DreamsCom 
booth in Hall 31 provides a beachy retreat from the 
busy show floor. Pull up a deckchair and admire the 
seagull-on-a-string flying over the waves, with the 
soft strains of a tropical version of “StAnKHaNk’s 
Booth” and the famous 3-hour sign in the background.

Location: Hall 31

14. Enjoy smooth jazz

This year’s listening booths are a fantastic pit stop, 
o"ering a friendly pair of headphones and coMmu-
nity-made tunes for weary expo wanderers. One of 
our highlights can be found in SinocTheHodgeheg’s 
o#ce in Hall 28 - a dreamy dose of jazz by C0balt-
Blues82 & Pudazuka. One for the Art’s Dream fans.

15. Ensure you’re insured

Picture the scene: you’re pottering around Dream-
sCom ‘22 without a care in the world, when BOOM - 
you slip on a banana peel and noclip through a weird 
glitch in a wall, potentially splicing o" an arm in the 
process. Horrifying. But what if we told you that 
Suebob14 can provide peace of mind at rock-bottom 
prices over at their booth in Hall 22? Take that mon-
ey you were going to spend on pricey tat, and make a 
sound investment in your safety at this year’s show. 
Don’t worry about reading the contract too closely. 
It’s all totally legit. Now if you don’t mind, we’re o" to 
see a Dreamer about a completely unrelated big bag 
o’ cash. Toodle-oo!

Location: Hall 28

Location: Hall 15

Location: Hall 22

16. Get hyped for DreamsFest ‘22

DreamsCom ‘22 isn’t the only fully-featured 
Dreams-made festival arriving this summer. CoM-
munity-made festival DreamsFest ‘22 returns at the 
end of July, and you can get a sneak peek at what’s 

to come over at their DreamsCom booth in Hall 15. 
We’ll also be doing a cheeky bit of promo on Friday’s 
stream over on twitch.tv/media_molecule - why not 
join us and festival director beardofcats88?

17. Visit the Museum of the Odd 
and Unexplainable

Hold onto your hippocampuses, because this 
non-Euclidean space - made to celebrate JohnnyBis-
cotti’s new collaborative museum project - is about 
to tie your brain in a knot and then kick it down the 
stairs. A deeply unsettling experience that has left 
its mark on many members of the DreamsCom team. 
Expect the bill in the post, Johnny.

18. Get sappy over a tree

Here’s a beautiful sight. Whilst wandering around 
Hall 23, Zaldsama caught us unaware by playing god 
and making a glowing tree blossom right in front 
of our faces. It’s these kinds of small surprises that 
make exploring the Dreamiverse so exciting. Now 
we’re o" to have a little happy-cry. (Look, it’s been a 
long dev cycle, okay?)

Location: Hall 23
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20. Watch the Connie 
puppet show

We know Connie’s been playing up lately, and ap-
pearing in all sorts of nightmarish guises - sorry about 
that, folks. She’s just high-spirited. Trust us when we 
say the Connie puppet show in Hall 3 is wholesome, 
family-friendly, and entirely flesh-free.

Location: Hall 3

19. Worship the giant cat thing

This magical being has only ever been seen in 
wingsuiter007’s non-interactive art piece The Valley 
- but in Hall 6, you’ll finally be able to get up close 
and personal to it. We get the feeling, however, that it 
would be the one taking us for a walk if we ever tried 
to put a leash on it. We will now proceed to form a 
cult around it. All hail our floofy giant cat god (checks 
notes)… “BigBoi”. Location: Hall 6

21.Soak in the scenery

Created by our very own Emei Burell, the exte-
rior of the DreamsCom show hall is just as beau-
tiful as the interior. The peaceful pastel colours, 
the magni$icent mountains... Do yourself a favour 
- maybe pull up a plush sofa - and take a moment to 
soak in that gorgeous landscape.

22. Discover even more demos

The fun doesn’t stop when you run out of show 
floor, though. Thanks to the tireless work of our cu-
ration team, there’s a dedicated DreamsCom ‘22 front 
page to explore in DreamSurfing. This year, all the latest 
and greatest coMmunity game demos are sorted into 
handy genre playlists, so you can easily find the sort 
of experience you’re looking for. And if you want the 
inside scoop on some of DreamsCom ‘22’s most prom-
ising creations? Tune into The Impsider’s CoMmunity 
developer sessions on twitch.tv/media_molecule from 
Wednesday 27th July for interviews and live demos.

10 11
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    AS 
SEEN 
    ON 
 STREAM

All the creations 
featured on 
The Impsider’s 
livestream dev 
sessions at 
DreamsCom ‘22

by Jen, Jacob
and Ally

Strain
Orksom

stamina meter is linked to it, so you’re in this for the 

long haul together. Thanks to some weighty anima-

tion and physics, the process of learning to cleverly 

navigate obstacles and threats while picking up and 

putting down your floppy sidekick is curiously ar-

resting - there are definite shades of emotional pack-

age delivery sim Death Stranding to this one.

A concept so good it needs no set-dressing: in 

this puzzle-platforming demo, you’re physical-

ly linked to a corpse. Your goal is to navigate a mys-

terious seaside bunker, all while carrying this dead 

weight (apologies, old bean, but the truth hurts). Still, 

they’re not totally useless: the gas mask that links 

you to the body is perhaps your first clue that your 

Summer not spicy enough for you? Allow 

us to introduce you to literal hell. A proce-

durally generated isometric dungeon crawler 

that gleefully turns up the heat, Hell’s Dun-

geon pits you against rooms of slavering en-

emies and towering bosses with nothing but 

a pair of daggers. Or a sword. And a dash, and 

some nifty power upgrades. Alright, you’ve 

actually got quite a lot going in your favour; 

solo dev JoeRyanTN has packed out even this 

small slice of the game with full-fat features, 

and there’s more to come in the form of new 

playstyles. Still, with procedural dungeons 

and bonus challenge bosses, you’re bound to 

get a sweat on.

Hell’s Dungeon
JoeRyanTN

12 13
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BÄTTELPIGZ
FlashMedallion

Liminal
Rammstein53452 and matizzle1They say war never changes, but BAT-

TLEPIGZ begs to di!er. We’d say 

a squad of elite sow behind enemy lines, 

meched up to the nines, is a pretty di!er-

ent kind of conflict. This real-time tactical 

shooter delivers on its concept in this gen-

erous demo, too; there’s an expertly craft-

ed and presented tutorial, and three full 

levels out of the 40 promised across the 

five campaigns in the full release. Anyone 

familiar with shmup classics such as Can-

non Fodder will feel right at home in this 

porcine platoon - and there’s real tactical 

depth here, with a variety of ways to dele-

gate your forces and hone your approach 

to each mission.

If there’s one thing we’ve learned over 

the course of the past year, it’s that 

you lot absolutely love liminality. Endless 

staircases, empty corridors, odd-looking 

o"ces… (Okay, that last one’s not liminal, 

it’s just Mm Towers on any given Tues-

day.) So here’s a concentrated dose of just 

that. Rammstein53452 and matizzle1 

have taken a novel approach to this demo 

for their forthcoming psychological sur-

vival-horror shooter; this is a pleasingly 

rangey highlights reel. Expect everything 

from apocalyptic orange skies framed in 

gigantic walls of glass and concrete tun-

nels, to humanoid shapes wrapped in 

plastic and awful encounters with faces 

that loom out of the darkness. With pin-

point audio design and spot-on pacing, 

this is a good omen (or, perhaps a very bad 

one?) for the planned September release.

Looking like it’s crawled straight out 

of the indie bestsellers category - 

that creepy, drippy 2D painted art style 

is to die for - is this QWOP-esque, move-

ment-based challenge. You control the 

titular quadruped by hovering your cur-

sor over its legs, then manually dragging 

each one into the next position. Simple, 

right? Until you see the fiercely competi-

tive Race scoreboards, that is, and realise 

there are innumerate ways of optimising 

your gyroscope-powered skittering to 

beat your friends’ times.

Spiders Have 4 Legs
Pierogi-boi and Phreakerz

Pajama Kingdom
VerbalCreative

swinging by Verbal’s playable booth to get a taste 

of how fights might play out: slam down on the cen-

tral tile twice and a handful of die is hurled from 

the castle entrance, its markings deciding the fate 

of a pillow fight before your eyes. A pinch of per-

fectly timed controller rumble gives that pillow-to-

face impact real oomph. Take that, unicorn child.

Scheme, pillow fight, and conquer? Sounds like 

a lot of work, honestly. Oh, we can do it in our 

pajamas? Now we’re talking. Made by Topher The-

bes series creator VerbalCreative, Pajama Kingdom 

will o!er digital tabletop battles and quests: strat-

egy, but in a softer - and more stylish, by the looks 

of the adorable costumes - form. It’s well worth 

14 15



Community Garden 
Showcase
Nephrendil

DREAMFLIX SEASON 2
Keldbjones

Gardens are meaningful places. In a 

garden, growth is everything, small 

victories are celebrated, and communities 

gather to share knowledge - even to sus-

tain themselves. Asset artist Nephrendil 

has a deep understanding of this, and 

it’s a joy to behold; they’ve been run-

ning community asset jams to populate 

the Dreamiverse with a huge variety of 

low-thermo (read: easy on scene memory 

limits) flora that anyone can use in their 

own creations. All entries are present-

ed in interactive showcases that display 

what’s possible when a community nur-

tures something together. As Season One 

comes to a close, leaving behind the fruits 

of everyone’s labour in full bloom, we’re 

looking forward to seeing what springs 

from this next.

The second season of Dreams’ wildest 

community-made movie night is o"-

cially underway. If you’ve never taken part, 

there’s no better time to join in: simply grab 

some popcorn, pull up a seat, and watch in 

awe as the Dreams community happily 

shows o! the kind of wilfully bizarre cre-

ative concepts that would probably land 

them in Art Jail anywhere else. Here, of 

course, we immortalise them in the pages 

of a magazine. MC Keldbjones provides the 

prompts for filmmakers (lake of acid, pow-

er outage, parade floats, sad death metal 

- you know, all the usual muses) and then 

they’re o! to jam. The resulting rough-and-

ready, frequently hilarious creations are 

then viewed and voted on by the wider 

community via a nifty in-game interface.

Trip’s Voyage
Eupholace

PROTOLAND
Paulo-Lameiras

Dreams’ prince of pixels returns - this 

time, in 3D. Yes, the creator of Im-

py-winning side-scrolling shmup Solar Blast 

has turned their hand to the third dimension, 

and the results are mesmerising. Against an 

uncanny backdrop - a skyful of stony repeat-

ing cloud textures, a nostalgia-inducing field 

of flat green - we cycle through the weapon 

wheel, firing shots at drones. Things get even 

more unreal when we discover we have the 

ability to freeze time, slowing everything 

to a crawl in areas where we find ourselves 

suddenly surrounded to aim shots better, cal-

culate platforming routes quicker. It’s clear 

from these two taster levels that Paulo’s 

understanding of level design is translating 

across dimensions well - as diligent secret 

hunters looking to get the most out of this 

demo will discover.

Glacier, sees the creator branching out with 

unique mechanics and visual designs to evolve 

the game beyond Trip’s obvious moustachioed 

in#$uences. With a host of imaginative sidequests 

and secrets, there’s hours of entertainment to be 

had if you want to grab every last Golden Anchor 

- but Trip’s Voyage is still in active development, 

with its creator crafting a desert-themed area to 

add to the already bustling overworld.

Chances are, you’ve spotted this cat hop-

ping around your social media feeds al-

ready; Trip’s Voyage has had a bit of a moment 

this year, with viral tweets and even coverage in 

Edge magazine. Eupholace is part way through 

creating what is surely the most polished 3D 

platformer in Dreams to date, a triple-jumping, 

balloon-#$oating, zip-lining romp across tropical 

groves and icy tundras. The latest level, Glassy 

16 17
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Stick Knight II: Lost In Pixyland
DigoDinn

Sword Of Akaana
luke_972 and rukkurt

If there’s one thing that really epitomises 

the Dreams community, it is creators’ 

willingness to freely share knowledge, as-

sets and experiences. All art is a remix of a 

remix, after all. Stick Knight II: Lost In Pix-

yland takes the idea to heart: a remixable 

spino! of DigoDinn’s delightful hand-drawn 

RPG adventure Stick Knight, it’s designed 

mainly as a way to show others a new way 

of creating tile-based games in Dreams. As 

such, there’s a system that allows you to 

toggle between di!erent views at any time 

while you explore so that you can see the 

inner works of the levels as you play them. 

One shows you a traditional, clean-pixel 

view of your hero and the overworld. Hit 

the touchpad again, and you’re transported 

to a world of fuzzy sculpted cubes in per-

spective - but press once more, and you can 

fly the camera freely around the exploded, 

secretly 3D level. A small, but experimental 

and deeply generous curiosity.

We’re getting somewhat used to being aston-

ished by the things that people develop in 

Dreams - but come on, now. This is getting silly. The 

demo for this monster-slaying RPG is packed with 

detail and promise. There’s a deep combat system 

which encourages you to swap between warriors as 

you fight to build Synergy for your special Arts - each 

character has their own unlockable skill tree, availa-

ble to ogle in the (beautifully designed) menus. Roll-

ing plains are humming with life and items to forage 

for crafting; run far enough and you’ll reach a provin-

cial town with its own inn to rest at before you con-

tinue along your journey. You can even alter the time 

of day and observe how the world changes over time, 

blanketing itself in night as the lights wink on in the 

square and the clouds roll overhead.

Cubus
StinoAlpino and 
DeDefourkes

A Handy Guide To Voice-Acting 
& Directing In Dreams!

kimerakii

bonk against a surface to propel you in the opposite 

direction. Trouble is, you’re constantly spinning 

about like a rotisserie idiot, meaning the controls 

are always switching up on you (in an uncharac-

teristically merciful move, StinoAlpino and DeDe-

fourkes have included some useful button filters in 

the options; we recommend the fully colour-coded 

one). Try the demo - then take on all 34 levels, if 

you have the mental fortitude.

Oh, to be a little cube, punting yourself mer-

rily along a series of grassy knolls with your 

piston-arm-things. Sounds nice, right? WRONG. 

Cubus is so howl-inducingly di"cult that its cre-

ators have included a disclaimer in the description 

of this masocore platformer: “We are not respon-

sible for any broken controllers”. The core idea is 

truly a work of evil genius: each of your controller’s 

face buttons are mapped to a piston that you can 

ation of theirs to platform, then, than their ever-ex-

panding guide to performing and directing voice act-

ing for projects in Dreams? It’s narrated with charm 

by kimerakii, chock-a-block with useful, illuminat-

ing and very responsible tips, and has been updated 

and extended with multiple parts. A rare resource 

for aspiring Dreamiverse dramatists.

Kimerakii has lent their vocal talents to many 

a creation in the Dreamiverse, from Bohala’s 

grand and emotional boss battle Cosmic Tale to Pu-

dazuka’s festive Christmas track Running. They’re 

also gracing DreamsCom with their skills this year 

as the voice behind DreamsCom Demo Detective 

highlight Scraps Tech Demo (p24). What better cre-
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There’s even more quality 
stuff to play at DreamsCom 
‘22! Check out our favourite 
finds, sorted by genre

by Ally, Jacob, Jen and Rhys

20

DEMO
DETECTIVE
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TOWERCRAFT
Aecert

If there’s one thing Dreams makes simple, it’s mashing stu" into new, 
experimental, exciting (and sometimes morally questionable) forms. 

Towercraft is a shining example of this - the experimentation, that is, 
not the ethically dubious stu" - a novel hybrid of board game, tower 
defense and Roguelike. There’s a wonderful physicality to the act of 
building your map, as you hand-place procedurally-generated tiles in the 
same way you might piece together a jigsaw puzzle. The goal here, how-
ever, is not just to create a gorgeous vista, but to author your world and 
spawn towers in optimal locations to survive waves of enemies. There’s 
currently a PC port in the works for Towercraft, which truly has break-
out potential - but it will forever have been seen in Dreams first.

BO’S ISLAND
Byvsen and Fr0d0_FragginS79

Were we to switch lives with absolutely anyone in the world, we’d 
choose Bo. The Dreamiverse’s favourite pink dino-croc looks like 

he’s having an absolute blast whenever he turns up in Byvsen’s anima-
tions; this mini-open-world puzzle-platformer, made in collaboration 
with Fr0d0_FragginS79, finally puts you in the cuddly controllable 
claws of Bo himself. Slide, roll, swim and jump across an island filled 
with puzzles and secrets to find best friend Green Guy’s ukulele - and 
discover musical pages to perform some world-altering kazoo magic. 
With shades of Wind Waker and Croc, this nostalgic playground is all 
of the fun with none of the body-swapping. (Imagine trying to eat soup 
with no arms. No arms! No thanks, more like.)

MEXPEDITION
spiktikus

Typically, we’d be swooping gently through spiktikus’ lavish re-
al-world scenery, guided by cinematic pans and grandiose musical 

accompaniment. But their latest showpiece Mexpedition tackles a rath-
er more extreme form of tourism. Behind the wheel of a rugged o"-road 
buggy, we’re no longer gliding but tearing through gorgeous tropical en-
vironments. Unpredictable descents and drifts work in perfect harmo-
ny with awe-inspiring sculptures to capture a feeling of adventure - al-
though the buggy handling can prove unwieldy. Consider this, though: 
would any real expedition be complete without risk of imminent dan-
ger? We think not.

POCO ADVENTURE
Zaldsama

Making a game – heck, even a simple one-level minigame – is not an 
easy feat. It’s even tougher doing it all on your tod. But Zaldsama has 

managed to do exactly that with their first-ever Dreams creation, creating 
a combat-platforming adventure that really shoots for the moon. There’s 
so much ambition here, from an expansive character skillset to additional 
game modes, even if not all of it is entirely coherent. What does resonate 
strongly, however, is the ethereal environment design; from sweeping vis-
tas covered in cloud, to swirling vortexes of metal shards.
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CITADEL: ACT TWO
schreppybroepke

We were fond of Citadel: Act One’s majestic architecture and puz-
zle-platforming at last year’s DreamsCom, so consider us chu"ed 

to see it return to the convention with this impressive follow-up. Opening 
in medias res, the sequel finally sends the Wanderers into the eponymous 
Citadel. At first, you’ll be venturing amongst towering structures, but 
eventually diving into subterranean waterways and breathtaking fiery 
forges. Spectacle is appropriately balanced with serenity; schreppybroep-
ke’s decision to omit combat and dialogue ensures creative and instruc-
tive design have their chance to shine.

STARLINK STATION 
APOLLO GATE
Magrathean_42

From cheeky food-pinching pigeon sims to sublime flat-colour airship 
paintings, Magrathean_42’s remit is so vast that it’s always a joy to 

see what they do next. Starlink Station Apollo Gate is no exception, a dis-
armingly creepy science-fiction experience that gives just a taste of the 
planet-hopping and thrills to come in a demo that feels like something you 
would’ve picked up elsewhere outside of Dreams. It’s not just the polish, 
the UI, and the little text logs that add to the atmosphere - it’s the sensa-
tion of not being entirely sure what to expect as you pad around this place. 
Fitting, then, for a Magrathean joint.

ESCAPE FROM
FORT EDGAR
DDAlatri

Yes, the tutorial level of this Soulslike pirate game is packed with 
promise. Yes, the concept of washing up on a mysterious beach, and 

then having to escape the shackles of a stormy fort prison, is an excellent 
story-starter. And yes, the combat system is satisfying, and will be pleas-
antly familiar to anyone who’s Blooded any Bornes or Eldened any Rings 
in their time. But DDAlatri clearly understands what is most crucial in 
any hard-as-nails melee RPG: an almost unreasonably detailed character 
creator. We, for one, simply cannot be fully immersed in a game until we’re 
rocking precisely the correct ear shape.

24

SCRAPS TECH DEMO
MitterMak

Who else but MitterMak could paste a smile on our faces with noth-
ing but a walking animation? This evolution of their exemplary 

Ultimate Platformer Kit Demo - which anyone can use to instantly create 
a quality base character for their platforming game - fine-tunes that core 
moveset, yet its transformative quality lies with its titular character. Scraps’ 
mischievous scampering and slapstick gymnastics give them a personality 
all their own, enlivening what could’ve been a sterile showcase - as does 
wonderful voice acting by kimerakii, and music by FracturedPancake. Con-
textual e"ects give o" a real Hollywood animation vibe: pu"s of smoke 
upon sprinting, ground pounds creating thick craters, rippling foamy wa-
ter. Even without a shred of story, we’ve fallen for Scraps already; goodness 
knows what’ll happen if a full adventure arrives. Our grin might end up so 
big it wraps around the back of our head like a big toothy bandana.
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EPSILUM
Jaavaa, MultiverseDreams
and IansaneArtist

There’s something universally horrifying about space, a fact that media 
across the ages has worked to convey. Epsilum confidently furthers 

this tradition, delivering a tightly-wound thriller beyond the stars, in which 
hostile technology and alien conspiracies are firmly on the docket. Backed 
by impressive creative pedigree, this sci-fi adventure boasts slick design by 
Jaavaa & MultiverseDreams, stunning vistas courtesy of IansaneArtist and 
stirring voice performances from stars including KeldBjones. This demo de-
livers a glimpse of its multifaceted gameplay; dread-inducing exploration is 
o"set by adrenaline-pumping FPS action that defines its later sequences. 
Expect to scream - even if no-one can hear you.

THE MYTH OF
FOREST:
GOSSOM’S REIGN
JonJonPow141

JonJonPow141 might not be a name you immediately recognise. Af-
ter all, they’re a new Dreamer who has been quietly working on this 

game - only to materialise from their forest in time for the expo with an 
absolutely precious adventure RPG. This place looks for all the world 
like it was hand-moulded by its creator out of sculpting clay; indeed, 
there’s more than a twinkle of the recent Link’s Remakening in the way 
shield-bearing hero Forest trots around this Play-Doh locale, looking for 
quests to complete on his larger mission to save the kingdom from the 
marauding Gossum.

RETURN TO 
THE BELLEVUE
Tony1979

Oooh, we do love a sequel. It’s always a delight when a creator de-
cides to revisit and rework a much-loved concept; this first-person 

horror game sees us gingerly checking back in for another stay at To-
ny1979’s gaudy, grisly hotel. You play as Mary, a go-getter ‘60s-era jour-
nalist investigating some nefarious business armed with just a journal 
and a flashlight. While the puzzles are more than fair, the extra-coward-
ly among us (who, us? How very dare you.) will be relieved to know that 
the creator has kindly kept up their player-friendly tradition of including 
an optional walkthrough. A real thrill - and a glimpse into how much 
Tony1979 has grown as a developer since their initial 2020 hit.

BEYOND DUST
Elca_Gaming

Elca_Gaming requires little introduction, making waves across the in-
ternet and Dreamiverse with their astonishing Avatar project, along-

side their illuminating dev streams. However, their new DreamsCom demo 
does deserve a little preface. BEYOND DUST reveals a more meditative 
side to its creator, one focused entirely on touring the expanse, rather than 
fighting within it. Taking cues from Death Stranding, this teaser catapults 
us into a post-apocalyptic desert, encouraging us to explore, find survival 
items and scattered narrative clues. The focus is all on traversal: climbing, 
scavenging and walking across vast landscapes. The final unlock hints at a 
long, long journey still yet to come.
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We spy some of 
the most original 
and exciting 
community-created 
booths on this 
year’s show floor

by Jacob, Jen and Liam

28

BOOTH
SLEUTH
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Hall 4 
Tricobalt’s Holographic 
Light Show

Tricobalt is no stranger to spectacle - just look at their music video 
portfolio in Dreams. Employing similar wizardry, their booth adds daz-
zling illumination to DreamsCom this year. Set inside a cross-section 
of industrial sci-fi, guests are invited to activate pedestals powering a 
central antenna, projecting stunningly beautiful holograms. A handy ro-
bot guide will happily give you context on Tricobalt’s work, or even the 
booth’s exceptional doors. He doesn’t get out much, bless him.

Hall 37 
NearRivers’ Euclidean 

Mining Mishap

Sponsorships aren’t usually our jam, but when capitalism looks this 
good, how could we resist? The colours! The promise of glory! The flag-
pole in the astronaut’s abdomen! Oh. That astronaut has a flagpole in 
his abdomen. We admit NearRivers’ stand isn’t perhaps as ‘triumphant’ 
as advertised (blame Euclidean’s e"usive copy), but remains a perfect 
morsel of comic conversation. Budding volunteers will even walk away 
with a Euclidean business card. Thank you, interstellar business con-
glomerate! Sponsored message ends here.

Hall 26 
Keenardo’s 
Motivational Talk

Don’t be fooled by the title of Keenardo’s speech; you may have 
to wait minutes to experience this ‘Five-Second Pitch’. Hey, at least 
the seats are comfy. Once Keenardo’s puppet gets behind the lectern, 
we’re treated to a refreshingly in-depth talk all about the inspirations 
behind their minigame project, Grab Bag. The presentation even clos-
es out with an interactive element; we’re invited to use a template kit 
to contribute our own five-second ideas.
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Hall 20 
JohnnyBiscotti’s 

Mind-Bending Museum Promo

Brace your braincases, all ye who enter here. Stepping across the 
threshold of the booth for community collaborative project Anomaly: 
Museum Of The Odd And Unexplainable, you’ll expect one view and 
suddenly be presented with another, as this non-Euclidean space bends 
around itself, seemingly defying the bounds of the booth and of reality 
itself. You’ll leave this place - well, hopefully - bamboozled, but with re-
newed excitement and fear about what existential hell awaits you in the 
full museum once it pops into existence.Hall 38 

Horssen-’s Raucous Robot Rave

Nothing washes down convention fatigue quite like a shot of boiled 
gasoline. There’s no better place to grab a diesel-based drink at Dream-
sCom than Horssen-‘s V3ryB4dB0t Club 1.1, the premium nightclub for 
robotic patrons. This is the only venue where the guests are more elec-
tronic than the music - where Asimov is outwardly debated next to a 
breakdancer begging for a debugging. Can’t get past the bouncer? You 
might be better o" recharging your batteries.

Hall 15 
Tyldove’s Big Giant Heads

Sculptor Tyldove really knows how to make an impression. Walk 
through the doors of Hall 15, and BOOM - you’re looked square in the 
face by a huge floating cartoon bonce with voids for eyes. That is, until 
it slowly rotates away from you - then changes to another bust of a fem-
inine character with flowing hair and blue mascara. Tyldove promises 
“low-thermo characters” and “new sculpts” coming soon to the Dreami-
verse. Are they all going to be several feet taller than us, Tyldove? We’re 
a bit nervous. One sneeze could send us flying.

Hall 14 
TAPgiles’ Audiobook 
Preview

Listening booths were a new addition to the DreamsCom show floor 
this year, designed so that audio wizards could show o" their latest tracks 
without having to design and build a whole booth’s worth of fancy dec-
orations. As a result, there are some real bangers bumping through the 
many headsets on the show floor this year - but one novel use of the new 
listening booth plays a segment of TAPgiles’ new audiobook, Remnant, 
narrated by the community mainstay and tutorial whiz themselves.
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Hall 3 
Sheik13_LoZ‘s 

Inn-clusive Inn

Surely this has to be the most wholesome booth in all of DreamsCom 
‘22. The Otter and Cat Inn is a wellspring of wellbeing, with shoutouts 
to friends, doodles of Dreamiverse favourites, pride flags and inspira-
tional messages on the walls reminding you that you’re doing great. It’s 
like getting fifteen rainbow hugs at once. (Wait - does that mean that 
technically, the building is hugging us? Ooh, it’s all gone a bit Twilight 
Zone suddenly, hasn’t it.)

Hall 34 
Chelsea_mb712 and Suthurnur’s 
Fortune-Telling Caravan

According to the logs over on p42, Megapenguin did briefly vis-
it this mysterious establishment, but was swiftly out on his flipper. 
Typical. As such, we thought it only fitting to pay it closer attention 
ourselves: this caravan thrums with occult energy, potions and curios 
jostling for space on the shelves inside. The highlight? A fortune-tell-
er machine that dispenses a delightful array of witticisms and mysti-
cisms as it reads your mind.
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Hall 8 
Matneee’s Insightful 

Thoughts, Writ Large

Everybody’s creative process is di"erent. Ours, for instance, involves 
a lot of staring into space, black co"ee plugged directly into our veins, 
and the ritualistic sacrifice of at least three biscuits per hour. In this 
minimal yet hilarious booth, we get a rare insight into Matneee’s pro-
cess, as a blank puppet gazes out of a picture window, before snippets of 
creative genius appear in thought bubbles above their head. A concept 
for “Magnetic Cheese, Nature’s Perfect Survival Food”; a brief rumina-
tion on “what bees look like when you shave them”. Truly one of the 
Dreamiverse’s deepest intellects, here: don’t miss this chance to get a 
glimpse inside of it.
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MADE IN DREAMS 
GEAR MADE IN 
DREAMS GEAR 

MADE IN DREAMS 
GEAR MADE IN 
DREAMS GEAR 

MADE IN DREAMS 
GEAR MADE IN 

SPOTTED
AT

DREAMS
COM

The world’s weirdest scavenger hunt 

returns for DreamsCom ‘22, and this 

time, it’s EVEN WEIRDER - er, better. 

Thanks to the heroic efforts of our designer 

Guillaume, you can check off this list while 

playing through the virtual show floor in 

Dreams! Press L1 or R1 while wandering the 

halls, and you’ll activate our patented (al-

right, not really, that costs money) Spot-O-

Vision, which will help you to find and scan 

these unusual sights. Guillaume will even 

give you some virtual stickers for doing it. 

He’s nice like that. Let us know if you man-

age to collect ‘em all, and send us some 

snaps of your best finds on social media with 

the hashtag #SpottedAtDreamsCom.

SPOTTED
AT

We’ve spotted some highly unusual sights while putting together your DreamsCom 

show floor this year. Looking at the list below, we’re not entirely sure what goes on 

in our dreamers’ (and some of our Molecules’) heads - but it makes for a fabulous 

treasure hunt. Can you find everything on the list while walking the halls? Don’t 

forget to send us your pictures and videos of these curiosities - and more! - via our 

social media channels with the hashtag #SpottedAtDreamsCom.

A pyramid of Workout Pi-
geons

The coolest booth in Hall 15

A bear reading a book

Croisshark on a sofa!

A yeti doing carpentry

An antique piano

Free seeds

Flans

The Party Switch

Colour-changing toenails

A bronze statue of man’s best 
friend

A can of Hyperpop

Blobfish in a tuxedo

A giant disco sink

Six weird babies eating pizza

Enemy AI Logic

Moss pillar

Sugar-free gummy baers

RoboConnie enjoying a drink

A big smiley sun

An ominous wiggling tentacle

Aloe vera fox

Someone trapped in a giant 
video tape

A surprisingly musical brick 
wall

Cube of sentient goo

A tiny trampoline

A sleepy duck

Stickman sword fight

A ball pit

404: booth not found
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Made In Dreams
Gear
Shapes
Sweatshirt

Create
T-Shirt

Get yours

Get yours
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Martin has been working at Mm for 
nine years in various design-themed 
guises, including designing the Tear-
away.me photo portal, helping shape 
the Dreamiverse UI, and now work-
ing on UI and graphic design for 
Tren. He’s also particularly involved 
in maintaining Dreams’ vast and ev-
er-increasing database of icons, the 
internal count of which now stands 
at a staggering 1,271.

Some might say that’s just too many 
icons for one man to be around. They 
say it’s too dangerous. Perhaps - but 
it does give him a unique level of 
insight into particularly creative uses 
for these one-colour wonders. Let’s 
see what caught his eye - or should 
we say his <uivisible>? - on the show 
floor at DreamsCom ‘22.

Mm’s resident symbol-
slinger rates DreamsCom’s 
most inventive iconography

by Martin

34

ICONIC
BEHAVIOUR
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RBDJellyfish and 
mBergs’ Secret Code

Well if we’re talking about icons (and that is our 
entire remit here, after all), we’d be hard pressed to 
find another example of a load of them all hanging out 
together. It looks like they’ve been deployed as some 
kind of cipher, which is very interesting. We wonder 
if some of the icon choices provide clues? We’ve got 
the rarely-seen <uihardblend> nestled up against the 
popular <uie!ectmode> – escándalo! There’s even a 
<uivhs> in the mix, which is just asking for trouble. 
Blimey. Moving on…

FlashMedallion’s 
Fleckpunk Magazine
We open with a banger. There’s some absolutely wanton icon usage 
here, taking creative liberties with context and meaning, which is 
exactly the sort of thing we’re looking for.  “Art is about constraints 
ultimately” declares creator flashmedallion, while artfully pushing at 
the boundaries of the available glyphs, deploying a tapestry of unex-
pected icons with an abandon befitting the creation’s namesake. Is this 
the first use of <uisplatstretch>? And is that a bleeding-edge use of 
<calendar>? Ooh, we’re coming over all faint.
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Sockwielder’s 
Sock-oban Symbols
We have to admit to being particularly psyched that 
our most objectively cursed icon is taking centre 
stage here. Realistic Connie can step aside; it’s 
<uisockpuppet>’s time to shine. Special mention 
also to the extremely tidy use of one of our work-
horse icons <uitriggerzone>, nestling into that grid 
as if it were always meant for them. Honestly? We’re 
happy for them; it’s nice to see your kids trying new 
things and doing well for themselves.
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Magrathean_42’s Terrifying 
Triangles
Speaking of voids - this booth has a good one. But what of the icons? Very 
sparing use here, but what’s remarkable is what appears to be the creative 
tessellation of the <uidropdown> and <uidropdownr> gang (or it could 
be a rotated <uiplay> and their sibling <uirplay>, and that’s fine too; all 
icons are equally deserving of love). It economically hints at the branding 
of some kind of overbearing corporate presence, and a potentially shady 
one at that. Why does a canny arrangement of flippy-dippy triangles in-
stantly infer sinister corporate skullduggery? That’s sci-fi, baby.

HercUk’s Elemental 
Essentials
This creator fastidiously picked through hundreds 
of icons to find the glyphs that fulfilled their spe-
cific need to illustrate the four classical elements: 
hill, pu", hot, and crying, which we’re finding very 
relatable this summer. Did you know some ancient 
cultures referred to a fifth element known as “void”? 
Makes you think.

 Sheik13_LoZ’s Emoji Artwork
We close on what appears to be an arrangement of emojis. Now, 

look: we could enter into a debate over whether emojis even belong 
in this article. Are emojis icons by definition? Should we be including 
emojis that we didn’t even draw? What’s the brown thing on the wall 
over there? Good questions that we’re not going to answer. What we 
will say is that a fuschia-mounted cyclopean eyeball presenting a burg-
er to us on its giant tongue deserves special recognition of its own, and 
that’s all there is to it.
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Learn how to make your 

very own DreamsCom ‘22 

tote bag

by Catherine

Gather your materials

The essential materials are the tote bag - of course 
- needle, thread and fabric, plus some scissors. All 
other pieces in the list are niceties that can add to 
your project, but they’re not needed. You can use any 
tote bag you’ve got lying around, or bag for life - any-
thing that feels like it’s not made of plastic and might 
rip when stabbing a needle through it. It can already 
have a design on it too - that doesn’t matter!

For the fabric portion of the materials, you can use 
old clothes, pop to a local scrap store to pick up fabric 
scraps, a fabric store (this can get expensive) or even 
a charity shop to find clothes in the colours you need 
while supporting a charity. I’ve got a mixture of fabric 
I bought, old clothes and just lots of my own scraps!

• Tote bag
• Needle
• Thread
• Fabric
• Scissors
• Glue or pins
• Pencil
• Paper

You will need

Draw out your design or pieces 
Now is your time to use this issue of the Dream-

sCom companion as your inspiration! Flick through 
the pages and see what stands out to you: is it a part 
of the visual design of Dreamscom ‘22, or some-
one’s booth? These are just my recommendations 
- Dreams is your oyster, so use it (or slurp it down?) 
how you like!

You can either draw straight onto the bag with a 
pencil (careful to not press too hard) or draw it out 
on paper. Just be aware that if you draw on your bag 
with a Sharpie, it ain’t coming o"! If drawing isn’t 
your forte and you have access to a printer, you could 
always print pages of this magazine to use as a stencil.

Sew

Show th
e

Hey Dreamers! To celebrate our fabulous community 

expo, I wanted to walk you through the process of 

making your own amazing DreamsCom tote bags! 

After all, the best merch is the stuff that lets you show 

your love by carrying important things around in it - like 

marker pens, or your wallet, or assorted jams. What? You 

never know when you might need it. 

 For this project, we’re going to go over hand sewing, 

which can take some time - but it’s great for while sitting 

on the sofa or stuck on public transport. Give it a go!

STEP

1

STEP

2
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Gather your fabrics 
Now you know your design, think of the colours 

you want to go for. It might be at this stage that you 
rummage around for your fabric, instead of earli-
er. You could go with the colour style of the show, 
bold contrasting colours or blocky colours! Think 
of what you want your tote to say about you. At 
this point I like to just pop the pieces of fabric on 
the tote where they’d go to see what the colours 
look like together.

Sew your fabric to the bag
There are so many di"erent techniques when it 

comes to handsewing, and some can be so pretty 
and dainty and delicate. Di"erent types of hand-
stitching with di"erent thicknesses of threads can 
really change the look of your design in cool ways.

Use what feels right with what you’re creating. 
My finished bag features a handful of varying tech-
niques, and really helps give a di"erent feeling to 
di"erent motifs!

Try to pick a thread that won’t pull apart the fab-
ric if it’s really fine, and make sure the thread can fit 
through your needle’s eye too! Or use two di"erent 
needles, like a maverick.

Whether you match your thread to your fabric, 
or have a contrasting colour for fun, it really doesn’t 
matter - its main purpose in life is to stop your de-
sign falling o" the bag.

Keep checking what you’re doing 

As we’re working with a bag that opens up, we 
constantly want to make sure that we haven’t sewn 
one side to the other. It can help to keep one hand 
in the bag while the other one deals with the nee-
dle. A good thing to do when sewing fabric near the 
bottom of the bag is to bunch up the top of it so you 
have easier access - just be careful of those pins.

You’ll also want to keep ensuring you’ve got the 
tote bag flat every now and again to make sure you 
haven’t made a stitch so tight it’s going to pull bits of 
the bag together, and also to make sure your pieces 
of fabric are getting sewn on the way you expect.

Stand back in glory 
of the finished product! 

Once you’ve finished sewing, step away. Look at 
your bag, now back to your design (if on paper) and 
back to the bag - perhaps cast your eyes on our glori-
ous companion magazine. Is it what you expected? 
Did something not work? You can always - carefully 
- remove pieces if you don’t like how they turned 
out, or decide that a gap needs filling.

If you draw on your bag with pencil you can now 
have a go at carefully rubbing it out if it’s quite dark.

Look at you showing o" your creativity and skills! 
Dreamers really are something else, eh?

Share your totes! 
We would love for you to share your creations 

with us! Sharing’s kind of one-third of our whole 
motto, after all. We’re really curious to see how all 
your di"erent interpretations of this tote tutorial 
end up turning out.

Why not snap a pic of your finished merch and 
send it to us on Twitter or Instagram @MediaMole-

cule? Easy way to get a retweet, that.
If you’re not a social media user, there’s always 

email! You can send a photo via email to impsider@
mediamolecule.com - we always love getting mail! 
Especially when there are pictures! Nobody reads 
words anyway, words are soooo last century. Wait, 
YOU’RE reading this right now? Aww, thanks!

Cut your fabric to your design 
This can be the trickier bit, especially if you’ve 

drawn onto the bag. But it’s cool! Chill! You have two 
options: either cut your pieces of fabric roughly to 
the size of what you want it to cover and then do 
more specific cuts after, or create a stencil to use. 
You could draw the element onto a piece of paper, 
cut it out and then draw around it on the fabric (not 
with a Sharpie this time, in case it bleeds) or just cut 
it straight out. Make sure to spend your time on this 
bit, as one wrong snip and you’ve cut through your 
intricate character you spent ages getting onto your 
fabric! You can also draw straight onto fabric, but I’d 
recommend either using chalk, or a heat or water 
soluble pen.

Pin or glue the fabric to the bag 
I used the pin method for this, but please, please, 

PLEASE be careful to not stab yourself with pins 
constantly like me. 0/10, would not recommend. As 
we’re working on a bag, we will be putting our hands 
inside the bag when trying to stitch, and so your fin-
gers are in terrible danger! Well, mild peril, at least. 
Be careful when pinning your fabric, as you want 
thin pins that won’t cause ladders in the fabric.

You could also use glue, but I’d recommend a 
soft glue or spray glue to do this as a hard one will 
change the feeling of your tote. Glue can still allow 
your pieces of fabric to move, so be careful.

STEP

4

STEP

6

STEP

7

STEP

8

STEP

9

STEP

5

STEP

3
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MEGAPENGUIN
VISITS
DREAMSCOM 
‘22

by Rhys

4342

It’s been an awfully exciting year for science of-
ficer, Dreamiverse explorer and full-time icon Meg-
apenguin, who is still on a quest to find his fleet. 
From the communications we’ve recently received, 
it looks as though he’s visited DreamsCom ‘22. Well, 
by “visiting”, we really mean he appears to have 
crashed through a portal and decided to spend a 
few days looking around the premises, in an - big air 
quotes here - “exclusive first look”.

The following was dictated entirely into Megap-
enguin’s scanner device, which was then translated 

from Gaak into your language by our Social Content 
Creator, Rhys. As it turns out, Rhys is the only per-
son who has ever had a 300-day language streak on 
Coolingo speaking Gaak himself, so it made sense to 
get him to do all the hard work. Thanks, Rhys!

Everything remains as it was originally spoken, 
though some things have been omitted due to space 
limitations or fear of legal retribution. In the in-
stances where words have been replaced or inter-
preted on behalf of the reader, square brackets have 
been used.

DreamsCom ‘22 has been a much better experience than DreamsCom ‘21, 
where I was mishandled by a blue man! This year has gone more smoothly, 
thankfully. I got a chance to actually see the halls, the floor space and 
also, the people who live here. Seeing [people’s creativity] always gives 
me that warm glow [in my tum-tum], much like the same warmth I feel when 
I look at pictures of pebbles – especially pictures of Jane, my one true 
pebble love.

While I was trapped in DreamsCom, I decided to [untranslatable] with this 
[again, untranslatable], and [to categorise] my favorite booths from 
flippin’ cool, to awesome! You can’t see what I just did, but I flexed my 
muscles when I said that last bit. Gak yeah!

I’m also planning on sending this in my weekly report to my fleet, so that 
they know that I am still alive, still finding my place in the [cosmos] 
and when the day comes we meet again, when we embrace and [high-five each 
other and perform our primordial dance], we will have so much to share. 

Better yet, I will give all my collected pebbles to my fleet-penguins as 
an apology for being bird-brained and allowing myself to get so lost. 
I hope they’ll accept.

Until then, here are my top five booths from DreamsCom this year. Gaak!

Hall 37 

Made in Dreams Podcast
by James_Wilson11 and xMightyViciousx

I was told that the people at the “Made in Dreams podcast” have 
voices that can reach throughout the Dreamiverse, and, by some 
[untranslatable] chance, I can find a way back to my fleet! When I 
got there, I was met by James and MightyVicious, who turned out not 
to be vicious at all! Their booth was welcoming, fun and they spoke to 
me about being on their podcast - which I said yes to, obviously, even if 
I don’t know what exactly a podcast is! They’re so nice.

Rating: Awesome!
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Hall 37 

Black Lantern
by Chelsea_mb712 and Suthurnur

James and MightyVicious told me that while they try to speak to 
my fleet via their podcast, I should check out this booth by someone 
called Suthurnur. I was very scared when I got there, but inside I found 
someone who could tell me my future! Before telling me anything about 
where my fleet is, or when I will see Jane – my one true pebble love – 
again, they asked if I had any money. I said no, but I do have pebbles! 
Anyway they kicked me out, but I still love their home!

Rating: Awesome!

Hall 37 

Starlink Station 
Apollo Gate
by James_Wilson11 and xMightyViciousx

While finding out the future is [basically expensive], and that 
pebbles have no worth, I did find a portal. I rushed over and hastily 
worked the control panel. I still remember the channel frequency for 
one of the ships in the fleet, and it’s [a series of numbers about 
seven paragraphs long]. Working the control panel, I suddenly got 
a cold feeling [in my tum-tum]. I pressed a button… and it changed to 
another location! What! How?! It might not have taken me to my fleet, 
but heck, it was really fun figuring out this technology!

Rating: Awesome!

Hall 37 

DreamsFest 2022
by beardofcats88 and animeboy0012

DreamsCom this year wouldn’t be complete without a little relaxa-
tion, and I knew just the place. I went to DreamsFest last year, where I 
recorded a rap album, so I was familiar with the name. On the beach I 
listened to Gaak Jazz and belly-flopped in the little pool area, and even 
sipped on a juice carton that I found in a trash can. Here, I reflected on 
my journey so far, the places I’ve been, and sighed. My fleet can wait. 
Today, here, for now at least, I am home.

Rating: Awesome!

Hall 37 

GoGoSaint’s Booth
by GoGoSaint

After spending [a continuous series of hours] at that last 
place, I needed somewhere that reminded me of home, and that is when 
I found this booth by GoGoSaint. I made a snow-penguin beside the big 
twirly structure thing, and I threw snowballs at unsuspecting people as 
they walked past. I spent so long here sitting on the rocks and drinking 
melted snow - which, as it turns out, was just soggy polystyrene balls! 
Who knew? Anyway, all this chat about home and my fleet felt a little 
exhausting. I needed a proper break!

Rating: Awesome!
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CONFESSIONS 
OF A 

DREAMSCOM 
FIRST-TIMER

by Liam

Okay, confession time (imagine a pause here for the 

deep breath I am taking right now): I missed last 

year’s DreamsCom. I know, I know, it’s a crime 

punishable by death-by-Unnecessarily Realistic Connie - but 

look, I’m here this year. And since I’m so hyped to be attend-

ing my first DreamsCom, I thought I should chart some of 

my personal highlights with you all. Here we go!
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Firstly, the main hall, which 
feels like the visual equivalent of 
having a sugar rush - in the best 
way possible, of course. Those 
pastel colours make everything 
feel so sweet and vibrant, and the 
stunning vistas outside are almost 
begging to be explored. But we’re 
not here to go hiking, so let’s head 
further inside.

One of the most stunning booths 
I came across was an ancient jungle 
temple style environment in Hall 
34 by NibblersBox. The creator of 
the Jungle Bill games perfectly cap-
tured the feeling of being in a trop-
ical rainforest. I was sweating just 
from walking around it. Which defi-
nitely had nothing to do with the 
heatwave we were going through 
IRL at the time.
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But who could have possi-
bly known that the place I would 
spend the most time was in the ro-
bot bar in Hall 37? That’s right, I 
whiled away much of DreamsCom 
time in a place designed for metal 
folk to get all greased up and dance 
the night away. Initially, I ventured 
into V3RYB4DB0T Club 1.1 for a 
quick look around, and maybe a 
cheeky glass of Acid Drink (blech), 
but ended up having a full on ex-
istential crisis with the questions 
and thoughts posed by my steely 
companions. Was this breakdanc-
ing, or just am glitching robot? 
And why was there a robot Connie 
getting trolleyed at the bar? Be-
fore long, I was pondering my very 
existence. Who I? Why do? What 
am? All the important questions.

I got hungry from all that walk-
ing around pretty quickly, so when 
I stumbled across the most adora-
ble cafe in the Dreamiverse, Dehli-
cious by Yah_Deh in Hall 27, I was 
thrilled. As soon as I entered this 
booth, I was overwhelmed by pure 
unadulterated cuteness. The cud-
dly narwhals. The cat wa!es. The 
shiba inu serving from behind the 
counter. It was an adorable assault. 
10/10, would cat wa!e again.

As a first timer at DreamsCom, 
I was amazed by how much was 
on o"er. As a showcase for the full 
breadth of creativity and inspira-
tion of the Dreams community, 
the show floor is an incredible 
way to explore the Dreamiverse 
all in one place. Let us know what 
your favourite booths were in the 
o#cial Dreams forums. I’m o" for 
some more Acid Drink (it grew on 
me, alright?).

Something odd happened to 
me in Hall 33. Upon entering a 
mysterious alleyway, I immedi-
ately embraced this noir environ-
ment, and suddenly became an 
alcoholic detective with a troubled 
past. [Editor’s note: Legal, if you’re 
reading this, Liam actually meant 
‘chocoholic’ and this is a typo. The 
Impsider regrets the error.] The 
more I explored, the thicker the 
Brooklyn accent manifested itself 
in my mouth, until I was forced to 
bellow out the words, “Watch it 
buddy, I’m walkin’ here!”.
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1. Cute but annoying insect

2. A joke or a thing you wear

3. GRAAHHHHH!

5. Not in

6. According to Wikipedia, 
this is half a ball? I don’t 
know why there would be a 
word for that

8. I don’t get what this 
means. The answer is axle

9. Bone that you have many 
of

10. A lumpy sort of wheel

14. Why not?

16. Leg, but in reverse

18. Like pants for your head

19. Some sort of monkey, I 
think

DOWN
1 2

3 4 5

6 7 8

9 10

11 12

13 14 15 16

17 18 19

20 21

1. Chips might be in one of 
these?

3. Exist

3. Carry on

6. I __

7. Cheers

11. Connie

12. Connie

13. Laters

15. Tasty, roundish food

17. This just means ball-
shaped so I don’t know why 
they can’t just call it that

20. A small lion?

21. Chopper

ACROSS

by D
ave

1

1 1

1

1

1

1

1

11

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

22

2

3

3

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

6

6 7

7

9

Connie’s Craptacular Crossword

Connie’s 
Nonogram

EDITOR’S NOTE
Our resident riddles expert, Dave, 
found these particular puzzles scrawled 
on a Post-It note shoved under his o"ce 
door. We can’t imagine who they came 
from, but they’ve got terrible handwrit-
ing and a very limited understanding 
of what a crossword should be. Dave’s 
done a heroic job of wrestling these into 
shape, but if you can’t complete them, 
don’t blame us.
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